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ALL BRAND NEW ADVENTURES OF THE BATMAN AND ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER!

ONLY THREE DARE TO PLAY THE GAME OF CARDS WITH THIS MAD, EVIL GENIUS - THE FEARLESS BATMAN, THE HEROIC ROBIN, AND THE BEAUTIFUL, LITHE, MYSTERIOUS CAT-WOMAN... TO THE WINNER BELONG THE PHARAOH'S GEMS... THE LOSER -- GETS DEATH!!

CHAFING FROM INACTION, THE BATMAN AND HIS PROTEGE, DICK GRAYSON, KNOWN AS ROBIN, SETTLE DOWN TO A GAME OF CHESS.

THERE, DICK? I GUESS THAT CHECKMATES YOU?

OKAY, I GUESS YOU WIN SEE, BRUCE, IT'S TOO QUIET AROUND HERE. I WISH SOMETHING WOULD HAPPEN.

LITTLE DO BRUCE AND DICK REALIZE THAT THEY WILL SOON BE PLAYING A LIVING GAME OF CHESS, WITH HUMAN LIVES AS THE PAWNS.

WUXTRY! WUXTRY! JOKER STILL ALIVE! READ ALL ABOUT IT! WUXTRY!
**Fateful Words!**

The startling revelation that the Joker is still alive moves the Batman to prompt action...

**Meanwhile, in a luxurious lair, the members of Crime Syndicate Inc. meet to discuss their future activities...**

**What's your plan, Batman?**

**My plan is to abduct the Joker from the hospital before he becomes strong and wily enough to slip through the hands of the police. Then we'll take him to a famous brain specialist for an operation, so that he can be cured and turned into a valuable citizen.**

**I wonder what that Newsy's yellin' about outside? Hey, Johnny! Send up a copy of the extra to our room...**

**As Weasel runs his eye down the page, a daring plan begins to formulate inside his scheming mind.**

**The criminals are brought to their feet by the momentous implications of the news story!**

**I think we're gonna have a new leader, boys—the Joker—the Pharaoh Haul will be a cinch, with him doing the thinking for us?**

**Yeah, but how are we gonna get him outta the hospital, Weasel?**

**First we get some of us into the hospital. Then I got a plan for gettin' him out and past the cops that'll grow hair back on your head—now which one of you birds thinks he can fly?**

**With great cunning Weasel rapidly unfolds his daring scheme.**

**The die is cast! Once more the machinations of the Crime Syndicate will be felt! This time under the ruthless leadership of the Joker!! What is the connection between the priceless Pharaoh gems and Weasel's plan to abduct the Joker?**
COHORTS IN CRIME, WEASEL AND HIS MEN GAIN ENTRANCE TO THE HOSPITAL SINGLY AND IN PAIRS ON THE PRETENSE OF VISITING SICK FRIENDS AND RELATIVES.

I’LL HAVE SOME GUM, MOTHER, TO RELAX MY NATIVES.

THANK YOU KINDLY, SIR.

NOW, PLAY NICE, BOYS, AND NOBODY GETS HURT?

WHAT’S THE MEANING OF THIS?? GET OUT OF HERE IMMEDIATELY BEFORE I CALL THE POLICE!!

THE QUIET HOSPITAL WARD BECOMES A RAGING BATTLEGROUND.

MAYBE YOU CAN GET THE MEANING OF THIS? I WARNED YOU TO PLAY NICE OR YOU’D GET HURT?

YOU’LL NEED MORE THAN A DOCTOR AFTER I’M THROUGH WITH YOU!

HAVE A SHOT OF YOUR OWN MEDICINE? IT’S JUST WHAT THE DOCTOR PRESCRIBED!

GOOD WORK, BOYS! MUGFACE ALREADY ROUNDED UP THE HEAD SURGEON AND THE ATTENDANTS... YOU MEN THAT HAVE YOUR ORDERS TO GUARD THE WARD KNOW WHAT TO DO. ALL THE REST FOLLOW ME TO THE OPERATING ROOM!
In the operating room. Who is this still, gaunt figure on the operating table? It is the Joker!!

I protest this irregularity! This man just had a transfusion... it would be murder to operate on him now, without knowing whether he has rallied tomorrow.

Operate or there won't be any tomorrow for you!! And make sure the operation's successful or some other Doctor'll be pulling lead out of you! Now start working!

Time ticks away slowly. Instruments. Adrenalin... oxygen. The bellows begin to expand and contract with normal rhythm... the operation has been-

Done? Now he needs plenty of rest and oxygen.

Suddenly a weird bat-like figure is silhouetted against the moon.

Unaware of the portentous turn of events within the hospital walls, the police cautiously guard all entrances. Police Commissioner Gordon's car draws up to the curb.

Hello, Commissioner!

It's almost eleven o'clock, Chief. My men have everything well covered. I don't think the Joker'll cause us much trouble this time.

Say, wh-who's throwing pebbles off the roof?

The Batman.

The Batman?

The still of the night is rent with sharp, staccato commands. Commissioner Gordon orders his men to strategic posts to trap the Batman.

Climb up those fire escapes! Head him off!

Like a bolt of lightning, the cowled figure leaps toward ascending blue coats.

There he is!
The hooded figure explodes a terrific blow off the jaw of the policeman.

Here’s a chance to catch up on lost sleep, buddy!

Have a nice trip... gentlemen!

Both policemen hurtle to destruction...

I don’t know how I’ll break the news to their families!

This is very strange! The Batman never attacked the police before!

As the police close in on the bat-like figure, he suddenly turns, and leaps off the roof...

... to land in an open roadster waiting below!

I’d better get away from here!

The police start after the fleeing automobile a few seconds later...

The police gain on the speeding automobile...

I’ll turn off on that road!
The wheel won't turn far enough? I'm going to hit...

The speeding machine careens madly into the tree...

The cowed figure escapes from the raging inferno.

Whew! That was close!

The caped figure sprints toward an old barn.

We never planned things this way...

Once inside, he quickly barricades the door.

I'll have to work fast!

The bluecoats quickly bring a battering ram into action.

We're coming in after you, Batman?

Look out!! He's going to throw that pitchfork!

After incessant and prolonged battering the door gives way. The police are repelled by blazing bales of hay.
A HUMAN TORNADO SMASHES INTO THE LINE OF BLUE COATS...

AAGH

BATMAN! MPH...OAAUU-OOPHF!

YOU'LL NEVER GET ME ALIVE!

GET HIM? DON'T LET HIM ESCAPE?

THE POLICE CLOSING IN ON ALL SIDES, THE BARN ALREADY IN FLAMES, THE MANTLED FIGURE TAKES A DESPERATE LEAP....

GIDDAP!

AWAY THEY GALLOP...

A RAIN OF LEAD FROM THE DEADLY POLICE GUNS BRINGS HIM DOWN.
ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER, IN THE DRIVER'S SEAT!

LET ME OUT... YOU... YOU!

RIGHT?

THE CAT WOMAN IS FRANTIC WITH FEAR THAT THE BATMAN WILL DELIVER HER TO THE POLICE —

THAT ALL DEPENDS ON HOW MUCH YOU'RE WILTING TO TELL ME... YOU ARE THE SLICKIEST AND PRETTIEST JEWEL THIEF IN THE BUSINESS, YOU KNOW... NOW WHAT ABOUT THE JOKER?

THE CAT BARGAINS WITH THE BATMAN. ALL SHE KNOWS ABOUT THE CRIME SYNDICATE AND THE JOKER IN EXCHANGE FOR HER FREEDOM??

SO THEY'RE MAKING THE JOKER THEIR LEADER, EH? CLEVER keeping him up in the hospital till he recovers. The police'll never search for him in the sky... WHERE ARE THEY?

OUT AT WEASEL'S HUNTING LODGE... NOW MAKE GOOD YOUR PROMISE TO SET ME FREE.

BUT, THE CAT WOMAN HASN'T REVEALED THAT THE JOKER IS HER DIABOLICAL COMPETITOR FOR THE PHARAOH'S GEMS...

GOOD-BY, BATMAN! TILL WE MEET AGAIN?

SOMETHING TELLS ME WE WON'T HAVE LONG TO WAIT...

THE RADIO ACTIVE SUBSTANCE ON THE FLOOR OF THE CAR'LL help us check on the CAT-WOMAN'S WHEREABOUTS.

I'LL TRAIL HER AND REPORT TO YOU, BRUCE. YOU CAN WAIT AT THE HUNTING LODGE FOR JOKER AND THE CRIME SYNDICATE!

THE HOSPITAL PLANE OF CRIME SYNDICATE CIRCLES THE COUNTRY. REFUELING AT DESIGNATED LOCATIONS... THE JOKER'S RECUPERATIVE POWERS ARE AMAZING! AT THE END OF THE WEEK HE HAS COMPLETELY RECOVERED.

IN THE LAIR OF CRIME SYNDICATE, INC.

ONE OF YOU HAS ALREADY PLANTED A POISONED NEEDLE IN E. S. ARTHUR'S SHOE... YOU WILL NEITHER PARTAKE OF THE RISKS NOR OF THE DIVIDENDS!

I DO NOT WISH TO SEEM UNGRATEFUL, GENTLEMEN. THEREFORE I HAVE MERELY ADMINISTERED A TEMPORARY SLEEPING POTION TO YOU... INSTEAD OF A PERMANENT ONE. WITHIN A SHORT TIME YOU WILL ALL BE ASLEEP!

WHY - YOU - YOU DIRTY DOUBLE-CROSSER! I SUSPECTED SOME THING LIKE THIS, I'M GOING TO KILL YOU...!

WHY - YOU - YOU DIRTY DOUBLE-CROSSER! I SUSPECTED SOME THING LIKE THIS, I'M GOING TO KILL YOU...!
WEASEL AND HIS MEN WHIP AROUND SUDDENLY TO MEET THEIR NEW NEMESIS... THE BATMAN!

THE REAL BATMAN!

GET HIM, OR HE'LL GET US?

SAVE YOUR ENERGY, WEASEL! I HAVE ALREADY REMOVED THE POWDER FROM YOUR BULLETS!

RIGHT INTO POPPA'S ARMS?

WATCH OUT!

DOWN THEY FALL LIKE A ROW OF TEN-PINS?

MEANWHILE THE CAT, BY HER CUNNING, HAS WON THE AFFECTIONS OF E.S. ARTHUR, WHO HAS INVITED HER TO HIS CASTLE, ALONE, TO VIEW THE PRICELESS INSPIRING, BEAUTIFUL PHARAOH'S GEMS...

THAT AWESOME SMILE. MURDERED BY THE JOKER!

BUT WHEN SHE ARRIVES, SHE IS MET BY THE DEATH-STAMP OF THE JOKER?

HAND OVER THAT JEWEL CASK, MY PRETTY! OR MUST I KILL YOU FIRST?

IN BOWLING THEY CALL THIS A STRIKE?
But at that instant, Robin, the Boy Wonder.

Robin!! The Batman sent you to trail me?

You little devil!!

Hold off there, Joker!

This is what you'd call a smash-hit, Joker!!

Still weak from your operation?

Robin, both fists flying, drives the Joker to the wall...

The Joker seizes the war-club off the wall, and the beginning of the end for you!

The solution will reduce you to nothingness inside of five minutes!

Stop Joker! Spare the boy and the jewels are yours!

The Joker prepares to plunge a deadly needle into the bloodstream of the prostrate Robin.

May I join the party?!

The Cat distracts the Joker momentarily... suddenly the Batman -

Batman!
A BIT UNSTEADY, AIN'T YOU, JOKER?

A-AAA-AH, ARUMPHEH!

HERE'S A CHANCE TO FIGHT FOR YOUR WORTHLESS EXISTENCE, JOKER!

THE BATMAN CHALLENGES THE JOKER TO A DUEL --

THE JOKER ACCEPTS THE CHALLENGE...

SA-AYY! YOU'RE NOT BAD WITH A SWORD AT THAT? JOKER!

THIS TIME YOU'VE MET YOUR MASTER, BATMAN!

BLASING FURIOUSLY, THE JOKER FORCES THE BATMAN UP ON THE LEDGE OF THE BALUSTRADE....

A FEW MORE THRISTS, BATMAN, AND I'LL FINISH YOU OFF!

A GOOD TRICK--IF YOU CAN DO IT?

THE BATMAN GRASPS THE THICK, GNARLED VINES HUGGING THE WALLS OF THE CASTLE, THUS BREAKING HIS FALL...

PHEW! ALMOST PULLED MY ARM OUT--NOW TO CLIMB BACK BEFORE THAT FIEND DOES SOME SERIOUS DAMAGE....

THE BATMAN SLIPS AND HURTLES OFF INTO SPACE...

SO... YOU SLIPPED, EH, BATMAN? DOWN TO YOUR DOOM? HA, HA, HA!

DOWN, DOWN, DOWN THE BATMAN HURTLES...
The cat has barricaded herself and the wounded Robin in the library... So they think they're safe behind that oaken door, eh? These flaming arrows ought to burn them out?? Ha, ha, ha!

Climbing up the ivy-entangled walls to regain the balustrade, the Batman smashes into the Joker with renewed vigor.

Here I come, Joker?

With the fury of a thunderbolt the Batman's fist's lash out!

Here are a couple for good measure, Joker...

The Batman is forced to leave the unconscious Joker behind as they make for the suspended Bat-plane...

Till we meet again, Batman?

We just got out of that raging inferno in time! Follow me, Cat! Robin's still too dazed to climb up alone.

Midway up the ladder the cat turns and dives into the swirling torrents below.

The end of the Cat-Woman??

Bruce! She's getting away with the jewel cask?

That's right, Robin! Just the jewel cask! But I've got the jewels! I managed to get them as we were climbing up the rope ladder! Au revoir, Cat-Woman?

Follow the adventures of the Batman and Robin, the Original Boy Wonder every month in Detective Comics.
OLD IN HIS OPERATIONS, GIGANTIC
IN HIS SCALE OF CRIME, A NEW MASTER
OF EVIL RACES TO PLUCK THE FRUITS OF
CRIME; ONLY TO DISCOVER TOO LATE THAT
AMID HIS HARVEST, THE INK-HUED GARB
OF THE BATMAN AND THAT OF ROBIN,
THE BOY WONDER, CROP UP TO DESTROY HIM!

OHN, PRIVATE MUSEUM, CURS
CRAIG PREPARES TO DEPART
FOR HIS MANSION, HE FAILES TO
SPEAK WITH HIS TRUSTED MUSEUM
CUSTODIAN... ADAM LAMB

A LiSTENING, CRIME
MASTER, I SEE!

OH YES, MR.
CRAIG! I
FIND THEM
MOST FASCINATING.
THIS ONE IS
CALLED THE CRIME
MASTER! QUITE
INTERESTING IT IS, TOO!

I DON'T KNOW WHY IT IS, SIR, BUT
MYSTERY STORIES WITH MASTER
CRIMINALS SEEM TO EXCITE ME!
PERHAPS I IMAGINE MYSELF IN A
ROLE IN THE STORY!

CERTAINLY,
LAMB, THAT YOU WOULD NOT
PLAY THE PART OF A MASTER
CRIMINAL! THAT WOULD BE FUNNY,
TUNING ADAM LAMB
A MASTER OF CRIME
HAA HA!

HAHA!
Craig gone, Lamb reads far into the night—until...

Finished!...My, it must be late! I'd better leave for home now!

Across the gloomy cavernous room walks the man...

Ugh!—What a creepy place! I'll be glad to get home!

Descending the stairs...He suddenly trips on loose carpeting

Ulp!

Down...Down...He tumbles...

To hit the floor with a sickening thud!

As the dazed man attempts to rise, his frightened eyes light upon the mounted frame of a bat!

Stare at the mystery book...The crime master!

While the hall clock strikes the hour—twelve o'clock!

Bong!

Bong!

Bong!

All this sinks into his very consciousness as he is drowned in oblivion!
HOURS LATER. LAMB RISES UNSTEADILY, SHAKILY...

LISTEN... WHAT HAPPENED? OH, NOW I REMEMBER... I TRIED... FELL DOWN THE STAIRS! I SEE TO BE ALL RIGHT! NOTHING SERIOUS!

BUT LITTLE DOES TIMID ADAM LAMB REALIZE HOW SERIOUS IS HIS PLIGHT... HOW HIS VERY BEING HAS ALTERED AS A RESULT OF THAT FALL?

NEXT NIGHT ADAM LAMB ONCE MORE LEAVES FOR HOME!

... GLASSES ARE JERKED OFF A STRANGE WILD LIGHT FLAMES WITH FURY IN HIS EYES!

AS THE CLOCK TOLLS THE HOUR, LAMB STOPS, FROZEN, AS IF HYPNOTIZED.

... HIS Form STRAIGHTENS, BECOMES LIKE THAT OF A WILD CAGED AND RESTLESS ANIMAL!

LAMB HAS BECOME A WOLF... A BEAST... A SNARLING, CUNNING BEAST!
Crafty, hate-filled eyes gaze upon a lone walker!

What what do you want!? To kill you!

Help! Help!

No one can help you now!

Scream a thud and a madman leaves behind a dead man.

Strangely enough, when Lamb awakens in the morning, he is once more himself, with no recollection of the previous night's events!

What a mad dream I had! I saw myself turning into a monster who killed a man—what a nightmare!

But again, each night at the stroke of twelve... Lamb becomes another man!

Using the name of Wolf and using a wolf's cunning, he becomes head of a small criminal group!

And then we crack the bank! You boys know what to do!

Clothily the group expands until Wolf becomes a master of crime!

Lamb by day... Wolf by night... such is the strange case of the crime master!

What queer dreams I have been having lately! In them I have become a gang leader! Queer and frightening!
Late one night as Batman and Robin, the Boy Wonder, wound their way homeward...

C'mon! We've got work to do!

Look! A gang raiding that warehouse!

Human Avalanche strikes the Gunmen!

As the courageous fair battle, a man emerges from the car... wolf!

What you boys need is more spinach!

The cane lands with terrific impact!

The madman throws Robin straight into the path of his speeding truck!

I'll fix you!! Okay let's go!

That's orders! Run him down!

Ooh! Diving into the path of destruction... Batman!
A quick swerve and the Batman escapes the crushing, looming death!

Others were also making good their escape—Wolf and his men!

The murderin' rats... I'd like to...

The Batman's sharp eyes notice a small detail.

That's a queer dent in that fender! I'll remember it! I may be able to spot the car again, that way!

The empire state building?

Good thing you have a thick head of hair! It cushioned the blow!

I think that's the new mob that's been troubling the police lately! But from now on they're the ones who'll have trouble! I'll see to that!

I don't understand it! Those dreams of mine and this suit hanging here! Who does it belong to? How did it get here?

One night he's awake, planning to trap the mystical owner of the suit!

Say, who is that gang, anyway?
ABRUPTLY, HIS FEATURES CHANGE. LAMB HAS ONLY WAITED FOR HIS OTHER SELF... WOLF, THE CRIME MASTER!

NEXT DAY, CHANCE TAKES BRUCE WAYNE TO VISIT CRAIG'S MUSEUM.

SO YOU LIKE MY LITTLE COLLECTION, EH BRUCE?

IT'S VERY FINE! BY THE WAY, I NOTICE YOUR KEEPER SEEMS QUITE ABSORBED IN HIS BOOK!

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, LAMB HAS READ THAT BOOK OVER AND OVER AGAIN! CRIME MASTER, IT'S CALLED!

SEEMS RATHER A TIMID SORT OF MAN TO RElish THAT SORT OF THING, BUT THEN YOU NEVER CAN TELL, CAN YOU?

ON HIS WAY HOME, BRUCE SUDDENLY HALTS, STOCK-Still.

QUEER DENT AND EVERYTHING! WELL IT LOOKS AS IF BATMAN AND ROBIN ARE GOING TO DO A LITTLE TRAILING TONIGHT!

NIGHTFALL ON THE WATERFRONT.
TWO FIGURES SLINK THROUGH THE SHADOWS. BATMAN AND THE WONDERBOY.

WELL KID, TRAILING THIS CAR HAS CERTAINLY LED US TO THE MEN OF LAST NIGHT! LOOKS LIKE THEY'RE SET TO PULL ANOTHER WAREHOUSE JOB!

I SEE THE SMALL MAN WHO CLUBBED ME!

THEY'LL KILL HIM! WE'VE GOT TO SAVE HIM! LET'S GO, ROBIN!

LOOK! THEY'VE GOT THE WATCHMAN!

ROSS THE FAST PIER LAUNCH THE TWO FIGURES WITH HURRICANE SPEED!

THEY'RE BACK AGAIN!
SMASHING UPPERCUT TO THE GUNMAN'S JAW...

DROP IT!... OR I'LL DROP YOU!

WALL OF LEAD IS SLUNG AT THE BATMAN!

GET THAT GUY BEFORE HE GETS US!

SHOOT HIM!!

BULLET MISSES THE STEEL VEST AND BORES INTO HIS UNPROTECTED SHOULDER!

FOR A MOMENT HE TEEETERS ON THE EDGE OF THE PIER!

LOOK! I GOT 'IM! I GOT THE BATMAN! CHEE!

THEN TOPPLES TO THE MURKY WATERS BELOW

IN AGONIZING SHRIEK IS TORN FROM ROBIN'S LIPS AS HE SEE'S HIM FALLING!

BATMAN! BATMAN!

YOU MURDERERS YOU'VE KILLED HIM!... YOU'VE KILLED HIM!

THE BOY WONDER GOES BERSERK!
You murderers! You've killed my friend! Gosh, Wolf, ya can't stop this kid!

Get him!... Get him or... Wha?... Or what, Wolf?

Dripping figure stands in the light: Batman!

He's come back from the grave!

The gunmen see the mantled figure suddenly stagger

He's no ghost! We musta hit him bad!

Now's our chance! Let's take 'im!

Out as they launch forward the Batman draws a glass pellet from his belt!

We'll finish him for keeps this time!

As he slams it to the ground, a black cloud of smoke emanates...

An effective smoke-screen is formed!

This blamed smoke! I can't see a thing! It's black as pitch!
Okay Bruce, ready?  

Ready!

Later, in Bruce's laboratory. A nervous boy faces a giant task.

It all ties up with a mystery book called 'The Crime Master.' I've made a list of crimes committed by the Wolf Mob, and believe it or not—it coincides with the mythical crimes done in this book.

But I don't understand...

For some reason, Wolf is following the exact plan of the book! The Crime Master!...It's crazy. Crazy!
Who was it I saw reading the book last? I remember... LAMB! CRAIG'S MUSEUM CUSTODIAN! But could he and Wolf be the same person?

The shape of the face... except for the expression LAMB, of course!... and, good lord, the next crime in the book is murder!

Murder?

And tonight is the night Craig works late in the museum! C'mon, Robin. Let's ride... we've got to save a human life!

In his museum, Craig works late with LAMB.

Twelve o'clock, LAMB! Well soon be... LAMB!! What's the matter with you?

Even as the clock strikes, a terrible change comes over LAMB!

LAMB... your face... it's changing...

Once more in place of the mild LAMB... the vicious WOLF!

It can't be true! I don't believe it... I...

Wicked leer slits Wolf's face as he picks up a sharp scalpel!

I'm going to kill you!

No! No! LAMB... don't!
But even as he advances... a figure hurtles forward... Robin, the boy wonder!

Madman's strength seems to surge through Wolf!

Hey! That knife is getting closer!

I'll make sure you die this time!

Then, a strong hand reaches out...

All right, Wolf. Now let's see if you can take it!

A bat! A bat! I seem to remember it's all hazy...!

Wolf tears himself away from the Batman's grasp... his eyes rivet themselves upon the emblem on his chest!

His eyes seem to see another bat... a mounted bat...

Following up his advantage, the Batman unleashes a powerful blow...

What a queer expression came over Wolf's face.

Once more he tumbles down the same stairs....
In his last moments, all suddenly seems clear to Lamb. He knows he must make them understand that they must not hate him.

He's dying! Look! His face is changing... back to Lamb's...

...now I... understand... I must tell you!

In his last moments, all suddenly seems clear to Lamb. He knows he must make them understand that they must not hate him.

Can you imagine! When his head hit the floor, the story of the crime master penetrated into his very soul!

And that's how I became the crime master! I'm sorry I caused any trouble! I'm sorry, sorry, aah!

What a story! Seems impossible to believe!

Lamb! Poor lamb. I forgive you!

And that's why he changed at twelve o'clock. Because that's when he hit his head.

The last thing he saw was the mounted pelt of the Bat, which explains why he was so frightened when he saw my emblem!

A bump on the head caused all that! The brain is certainly a delicate thing!

Lamb was a psychological Jekyll and Hyde! This is the only time I was ever sorry to see a criminal die! Medical attention might have cured him!

I know, I feel sort of sorry for him! Not for Wolf, but for Lamb!

It was our job! We've got steady employment all the time in this sort of thing!

You know, I don't know how to thank you!

As long as there's a criminal about, we go to work on him! Yes, sir, work and how!

For a thrill a minute read the Amazing Adventures of Batman and Robin, the original Boy Wonder!
When a dead man's will was read, it set in motion a series of crimes that was to involve the Batman and his laughing young aide Robin, the Boy Wonder, in one of the most dangerous cases they had ever encountered. It was... "The Case of the Clubfoot Murderers."

Winding his way homeward across the low rooftops, the Batman suddenly sees a murder committed... with a cry of anger, he leaps on to the back of the victims' assailant. . . .

Wot a queer fish! Clubfoot and a steel claw for a hand!

Stepping back to avoid the deadly slashing claw, the Batman trips over the murdered man's foot... .

Uh! Meddling fool—I'll teach you!
As he starts to rise, a vicious kick rakes the Batman's head!

This will take care of you!

Then, with a queer thumping walk, the murderer makes his escape!

One is dead! Soon the others will feel cold steel — soon now!

Police! My head... better get away from here!

Stop the car, Joe! Something's going on over there.

Quickly the Batman dashes down the darkened alley, easily clears the high fence!

And leaves the astonished policemen behind!

Whoever he was, he got away! Couldn't see him very well in the dark!

Say, know who this is? Harley Storme, the millionaire! And look what was on him!

Next day... Bruce Wayne visits his old friend, Police Commissioner Gordon, who does not know of his real identity... The Batman!

Ah, Gordon, hello, Bruce! Going out someplace? To the Storme mansion to do a little questioning? Come along?

Harley Storme is dead! Vengeance is mine. — Clubfoot.
This comic page appears to be from a detective story or mystery comic. The narrative involves a family drama centered around a will and its unexpected bequests. The characters are engaged in a conversation about the family's wealth and the distribution of the estate. The dialogue suggests a tension around inheritance and personal relationships. The visual storytelling includes various scenes that depict the characters in different settings, such as a party or a formal gathering, with details that hint at the unfolding mystery.
I CERTAINLY WILL NOT KEEP IT IN MY POSSESSION!

IT'S AN INSULT!

BUT WE MUST KEEP IT, ALL OF US! THE WILL STATES THAT THEY BEAR RELATION TO A CERTAIN SEALED LETTER THAT I MUST READ AT THE END OF THIRTY DAYS!

WELL, BRUCE. WHAT DID YOU THINK OF HARLEY STORME'S STRANGE WILL?

I NEVER THINK! IT BORES ME! THINKING IS TOO LABORIOUS!

HMM... STRANGE!

SEATED LETTERS! BAH!

LATER THAT EVENING, INSIDE A NOTORIOUS GAMBLING CLUB

WELL, STORME... WHERE'S THAT FIVE THOUSAND GAMBLING DEBT YOU OWED ME? I WANT IT NOW!

I THOUGHT I WOULD GET IT FROM MY UNCLE'S WILL, WARRICK. BUT ALL HE LEFT ME WAS THIS!

LET'S SEE THIS... HMM... "UNITED WE STAND - DIVIDED WE FALL!" HMM... WHAT'RE THESE SCRATCHINGS ON IT? HMM...

WE ALL GOT ONE... EVEN WARD, THE FAMILY LAWYER! HE SAID THEY HAD SOMETHING TO DO WITH A LETTER HE HAS TO READ AT THE END OF THE MONTH!

THE LAWYER, EH?... YOU KNOW TOMMY, I Gotta FEELIN' THAT LAWYER'S GONNA BE SNATCHED... BY ME!

THAT EVENING, AS HARVEY STORME SLEEPS, A BULKING FIGURE CLIMBS THROUGH THE WINDOW...

A HISS... A THUD... CLUBFOOT HAS STRUCK AGAIN!

ANOTHER OF THE STORMES IS DEAD. OFFERS TOO WILL DIE!
The next day

Clubfoot again! Did you hear anything about him?

And on the body of Abel Storme was a card bearing this message: "Abel Storme is dead! Vengeance is mine! Clubfoot!"

There's no doubt Clubfoot Beggs hates the Storme family! Vengeance!

I was over to Commissioner Gordon's office. Found out that the man Clubfoot Beggs was last seen boarding a train for New York.

Vengeance? Robin, tonight you and I are going to visit Ward, the lawyer. I want to know more about that will.

That night, two figures sunk through the black of darkness... Batman and Robin, the Boy Wonder!

I'm going in through that window! You stay outside! Keep your eyes open!

Right!

As the Batman draws near he hears:

Find anything yet?

That guy Ward sure must be foxy!

If we could only find the guy's safe!

Ah, well, Vardo'll get the dope from him! His wait till the boys get to work on him!

And just wait till I get to work on you!

Huh? The Batman!

Lemme outta here!
A gun suddenly seems to leap into the thus's hand!

P-put 'em up, Batman!

P-yeah! n-no tricks now!

Still playing with toys. Eh?

Sorry, but I've got a bone to kick with you!

The funny bone! Ha! Ha!

Ouch!

Even as the gunman falls forward, the Batman is upon him!

I'm gettin' out of here. What 'th?'

Going somewhere?

Not leaving the party so soon, are you?

Chasing dove changes the many mind about leaving!
NO! NO! PUT ME DOWN! I'LL TELL YOU! VARICK'S GOT WARD OVER AT THE OLD POWER HOUSE ON PIER TWELVE!

TALK! WHERE IS WARD? TALK! OR I'LL SHOVE MY PISTOL SO FAR DOWN YOUR THROAT, THEY'LL NEED A DERRICK TO PULL IT UP AGAIN!

INSIDE AN ABANDONED POWER HOUSE ON THE RIVERFRONT!

NOW DON'T BE STUBBORN! WHERE DID YA PUT THAT ENVELOPE? WHAT'S IN IT?

I TOLD YOU I DON'T KNOW! IT'S SEALED. I'M NOT TO OPEN IT TILL THE END OF NEXT MONTH!

SUDDENLY THERE IS A CRASH... THE SOUND OF SPLINTERING WOOD!

DIDN'T YOUR MOTHER EVER TELL YOU NOT TO PLAY WITH MATCHES?!

WHAT A LOVELY SOUND HOLLOW!

CLUNK!

BATMAN!! GET THAT GUY!

ABOVE ON THE CATWALK, VARICK'S LOOKOUT AIDS A GUN DIRECTLY AT THE BATMAN'S HEAD!

BUT SUDDENLY A FIGURE FLASHES THROUGH THE OPEN WINDOW AT THE OPPOSITE END OF THE CATWALK...... ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER!
Across the vast room swings the wonder boy......

Wheeeee......

Strong legs wind about the astonished gunman on the catwalk......

GOTCHA!

Look!

What another one?

What is it a midget??

As he swings back, Robin loosens his hold on the man, and he goes crashing down upon the others??

Bullseye!

Trying to get a shot at that kid is like shooting at a jack-in-the-box?

Varrick tries to make his escape

 Aren't you staying for tea, Varrick? ULP!

Next time you play with fire, Varrick— Watch out! You don't get burnt!
![Bruce Wayne was quickly freed... then questioned.](image1)

Varrick wanted to know what was in that envelope... he has some crazy idea that the markings on the tokens mean something!

Perhaps they do!! You wouldn't know what was in the envelope, would you?

**OF Course not!! The envelope is sealed! You don't think I'd open it, do you?**

Sorry, just my curiosity!! Now, if you'll excuse me...

**AT HOME, Bruce ponders over a strange problem...**

Varrick was smart enough to know there was something valuable about the token... though the Stormes were too stupid to see it!

Those funny markings... and the motto... "United we stand... divided we fall"... Hmmm!

**THE STORMES ARE DIVIDED... and they all received a token... what if they were united and the tokens united? That's it... of course! United we stand!!**

You mean... if the tokens were put together they might mean something?

And that sealed letter at Ward's place explains it all! I've got to get that letter tonight.

**ROBIN, you go over to Roger Storme's house just in case Clubfoot should decide to go prowling tonight!**

Right!

That night... Batman... the Black Knight and Robin, the Boy Wonder!
Up the trellis on the stormy mansion climbs a small figure...

As Robin poises upon the window-sill he stares aghast.

Roger Storme murdered... Clubfoot has been here... Better get back and tell Batman!

Across the lonely grounds again walks the boy...

This place gives me the creeps!

Suddenly a swift bound... and Clubfoot leaps!

But crunchings through the soft grass... a pair of feet... one a horrible distorted foot... Clubfoot!

Down to the ground they fall... the deadly claw coming lower and lower...

Seeing the shadow thrown on the wall before him... Robin twists and grasps the steel-clawed arm.

Hey... you're gonna hurt somebody with that thing!

Where are your smart quips now, boy?

That shadow...???
Desperately Robin expends his strength in a sudden upward thrust of his body.

But Clubfoot recovers, and before the boy can attack again, darts to a waiting car and speeds off!

Suddenly a rustling, scrabbling noise reaches his ears...

Someone...something is in this house...that noise...comes from down below...

Clubfoot!

Looks like nobody's home tonight!

Meanwhile, the Batman leaps into the home of the lawyer, Ward!

With his gas removed, the man suddenly loosens a torrent of words...

I'm Clubfoot, but I'm not Clubfoot! I mean I'm not Clubfoot the killer...that's Ward!

Ward...the lawyer?

Yes, about a week ago Ward phoned me. Said Harley Some was going to settle our old dispute by giving me some money in payment! But when I got here I was clubbed and chained!

He said he was going to murder the whole Some family and make the police think I did it! Then he was going to kill me, and forge a suicide note. Nobody would suspect him!
Suddenly a mocking voice. "Clubfoot! The murderer!"

"True, and no one will yet stand still, Batman, and keep your hands up!"

Correction, please... the name is Ward. Remember, Ward. The lawyer! Ha! Ha!"

"You would make me a very happy man if you would explain your motive for killing the Stormes!"

With pleasure! You see, it was a goldmine! That's what the scarwhines on the token spelled out when 'United'-'Divided' they meant nothing! This goldmine was left for Harley's heirs!

If an heir died, the shares in the mine were to be apportioned again. And so on! If all died, the remaining heir would receive all of it and since I was an heir so naturally you decided to kill the others off! "Clubfoot" begged would be blamed for his threat on the family! You weren't a relative and naturally wouldn't be expected to be murdered.

Of course, you had to murder all the Stormes in thirty days, for at the end of that time they would have to know about the mine!

Yes, when Harley told me about the will months ago. I planned the whole thing! I killed Harley Storme and Abel Storme and Roger Storme and now I'm going to kill you!

But a creaking board warns the murderer.

Murderous slash hisses past him! Robin steps back.

I'll make sure this time!

Missed again!
The savage killer seizes his advantage and races from the room. But the Batman is behind!

But Ward is hampered by his false clubfoot in his ascent, and...

Sort of put your foot in it this time, eh?

Bone-crushing blow by the Batman puts an end to the fracas!

Okay Ward, this is the end of the line for you!

Boy! It sure was a good thing I came here to tell you about clubfoot!

I guess you were a little surprised to see two of them and I daresay I don't blame you!

Down, down the stairs topple the struggling pair...

It sure was a good disguise, wasn't it?

He couldn't disguise the murder in his heart. That was what unmasked him! It does so to all criminals!

United we stand, divided we fall!

Yes, Dick, a man who breaks away from the unity of law and order is bound to fall alone!

The thrilling exploits of the Batman and Robin in the current issue of Detective Comics will have you holding onto your chair!
WHEN PROFESSOR DRAKE RETURNED FROM DARKEST AFRICA, HE BROUGHT WITH HIM A STRANGE, ALIEN BEING WHOSE VERY EXISTENCE WAS TO SEAL HIS DOOM, AND WAS TO SEND THE BATMAN AND ROBIN, THE BOY WONDER, DEEP INTO A LABYRINTH OF ADVENTURE AND INTRIGUE, INTO "THE CASE OF THE MISSING LINK."

"OH, BUFFETED BY THE WIND, HE RACES ACROSS THE SLIPPERY ROOFS OF THE SPEEDING TRAIN..."

"AS THE METROPOLIS LIMITED ROARS THROUGH THE NIGHT, A FANTASTIC FIGURE LEAPS FROM THE ARCH OF THE LOW BRIDGE, AND LANDS AS SILENTLY AS A BAT ON THE TOP OF THE SPEEDING TRAIN, EVEN AS IT WHIPS PAST HIM..."
AN ARROW SUDDENLY HISES PAST HIM.

OH OH! THEY SPOTTED ME!

HERE, RUNNING ATOP THE EXPRESS, PYGMIES .... AFRICAN PYGMIES?!

LOOKS LIKE I'M GOING TO BE A VERY ACTIVE PERSON FOR THE NEXT FEW MOMENTS?

AS ANOTHER SHAFT OF DEATH WHIPS BY, THE BATMAN LEAPS!

TWO DOWN, FIVE TO GO!

A SMALL FIGURES SWARM TOWARD THE BATMAN?

HERE THEY COME?

AND HERE THEY GO!

THESE LITTLE FELLOWS MEAN BUSINESS?

AND GRIM STRUGGLE ENSUES ATOP THE PERILOUSLY SLOPING ROOF OF THE LURCHING CAR?
“Suddenly the Pygmies are astonished to see the mantled form drop headlong to the roof!...Wonder why I’m diving, do you? You’ll find out in a moment!”

“Moment later, the reason is apparent... LOW BRIDGE!”

They were short, but not quite short enough.

“Whirling, the Pygmies perceive their enemy, and let fly their arrows!”

“But swift as thought the Batman scoops up a valise and... NOT BAD AIM!”

“But mine is better!”
LITTLE MEN. YOU'VE HAD A BUSY DAY!

THIS IS THE END OF THE LINE FOR YOU! HAPPY LANDINGS!

YOU'RE AMAZING-A-MATINGS! HOW COULD YOU EVER HAVE GUESSED I NEEDED HELP? WHO ARE YOU?

WELL, SIR, WHEN THE BATMAN SEES AFRICAN PYGMIES WALKING ON TOP OF A RAILROAD CAR, IT MEANS SOMETHING QUEER IS GOING ON. AND THAT MEANS I'M INVESTIGATING!

AND NOW, SIR, WHO ARE YOU AND WHAT WERE THE LITTLE FELLOWS AFTER? I'M PROFESSOR DRAKE! AS FOR THE PYGMIES...

THE CRATE-DOOR SLOWLY CREAKS OPEN AND REVEALS A TOWERING, MONSTROUS HULK - A GIANT!

THIS IS WHAT THEY WERE AFTER!

WHAT-WHAT IS IT??

THE PREHISTORIC "MISSING LINK"? BUT THE SIZE, MAN- THE SIZE? PREHISTORIC MAN WASN'T THAT BIG?

UNDoubtedly SOME SORT OF GLAND REACTION! AT ANY RATE, HE IS THE ONLY PREHISTORIC MAN LIVING TO-DAY? A FREAK OF NATURE.

THIS IS-A PERFECT example of the "MISSING LINK" BETWEEN MAN AND APE? THE PREHISTORIC MAN THAT SCIENCE HAS BEEN SEARCHING FOR!
NOW WHAT'S THE CONNECTION BETWEEN 'SHORTY' HERE, AND OUR FRIENDS?

JUST THIS? WHILE DOING RESEARCH WORK IN THE MABONGA COUNTRY IN AFRICA, I HEARD OF A GIANT WHITE SAVAGE.

FOUND THAT BECAUSE OF THE DIFFERENCE IN SIZE, THE PYGMIES WORSHIPPED THIS GIANT AS SOME SORT OF GOD.

NEEDLESS TO SAY, MY SCIENTIFIC INTEREST WAS AROUSED, AND WITH THE HELP OF SOME NATIVE PORTERS I TRAPPED HIM!

NATURALLY THE PYGMIES RESISTED OUR CAPTURING THEIR GOD, AND WE HAD MANY A PITCHED BATTLE WITH THEM....

I GOT HIM AWAY AND TO THIS COUNTRY, BUT THE FANATICAL LITTLE DEVILS MUST HAVE STOWED AWAY AT VARIOUS INTERVALS WAITING THEIR CHANCE.

FANTASTIC! PYGMIES FOLLOWING YOU FROM AFRICA, THINKING THAT THEY COULD RESCUE THEIR 'GOD'? WELL, I DISCOURAGED THEM A BIT!

SAY, I JUST NOTICED—HE'S NOT BOUND! IN FACT HE LOOKS ALMOST TAME! I WON HIM OVER WITH VARIOUS PSYCHOLOGICAL METHODS. HE WORSHIPS ME! I CALL HIM GOLIATH!

HE GRINNING GIANT SUDDENLY LIFTS THE BATMAN UP WITH ONE HUGE HAND!

HE KNOWS YOU'RE MY FRIEND? HE LIKES YOU? WELL, WHAT DO YOU THINK OF HIM?

HE'S VERY CUTE! CUTE IS JUST THE WORD FOR HIM. BUT NOW THAT YOU'VE GOT HIM, WHAT DO YOU INTEND TO DO?
I'm going to try to civilize him! Teach him to speak English! Imagine a prehistoric man living in the world of today.

Yes, and imagine the publicity when the police let the newspapers know the facts of this case!!

Hackett! I have been reading the story about the "missing link." If we could exhibit him like that, circus exhibits like gorillas...

The police were astonished to-day to discover a fifteen-foot giant.

Next day, Professor Drake receives visitors...

Yes, I'm Professor Drake! What did you wish to speak to me about?

Charming fellow! Perfectly charming.

We are Hackett and Snead, the circus owners. If you could let us use Goliath here for exhibition purposes, we could all make a lot of money.

What! You have the nerve to suggest I put Goliath on display so the public can gape at him?!! Get out! Get out!

Now, now, be calm! We're going to make a million dollars! If we can exhibit that giant, we could make a million dollars!

We're going! We're going! We can take a hint.

I think we ought to wear down Drake's resistance—permanently! I'm going to call in the bottle!! Well, still make that million!

At the same moment, Drake receives another visitor... The Batman! He is quickly informed of latest developments!

I think you're going to need a guard around here, and I know just the one... Robin, the boy wonder!!

And you say Hackett and Snead have bad reputations?

Bad is a mild word! They could make quite a pile of money with Goliath, and money is the root of all evil—especially with them?

Hey, Grimes, are ya sure that Ape-man ain't hangin' around the house?

Don't worry, Drake locker him in that shack every night just in case he might decide to go roaming!

What very night, four men walk stealthily across the Drake lawn...

What all we gotta do is get rid of Drake and we get our dough from Hackett!!
Gun suddenly appears next to the head of the unsuspecting professor, who has dozed off in his chair.

Sure thing, Grimes, powder burns on forehead, and the gun in his hand... it's a perfect set up! I guess Hackett and Snead will get their ape-man now... okay...

Even as the wonder boy is seen, his perfect athletic body makes a lithe spring...

Two feet lash out with deadly effect?

Look! Who is it? I don't know, but get him!

I'll get that. Wha?

Having heard the shot and fearing for his master's safety, Goliath crashes through the shack.

You may be big, but you're not so tough!
IT SEEMS TO ME AS IF THIS TERRIFYING MONSTER IS ABOUT AS TERRIFYING AS A FLY. THE PUBLIC WON'T LIKE IT!

DON'T WORRY. ALL HE HAS TO DO IS LOOK AS FEROCEOUS AS HE DOES NOW AND THE PUBLIC WILL STILL EAT IT UP! THIS BABY IS BIG! — BIG!

Meanwhile, Hackett and Snead lose no time in flooding the countryside with publicity!

AND HACKETT IS RIGHT. FOR AN OVERFLOWING CROWD COMES TO VIEW THE FAMOUS "MISSING LINK"...

AND NOTICE HOW HE DWARFS THESE OTHER WILD BEASTS... EVEN THE MIGHTY ELEPHANT? HE IS LARGEST SPECIES OF...

 meantime, Robin knows he must do one thing immediately... report to the Batman!

... and that's exactly what happened!

NEXT MORNING...

THEY FORGED THAT SUICIDE NOTE AND KILLED HIM! I'M GOING TO TELL THE POLICE!

AND TELL THEM YOU WERE THERE AS ROBIN THE BOY WONDER? SORRY, CAN'T BE DONE! WELL have to do a LITTLE MORE TIME-BIDDING UNTIL THE RIGHT MOMENT!

WE'LL HAVE TO BIDE OUR TIME AND SEE THE PAPERS IN THE MORNING!

And the Batman...
1. Realizing that here is one responsible for his beloved master's death, Goliath goes berserk!

2. Suddenly Goliath stiffens as he sees a face he had seen that dreadful night... a face that had remained in his subconsciousness. The face of Grimes!

3. Sweeping every thing in his path aside, Goliath heads for the hateful figure of Grimes!

4. Giant hands seize the babbling criminal...

5. Now thoroughly crazed, Goliath reverts back to the beast he is.....

6. The killer is dashed against a pole with a sickening thud!
Suddenly racing toward the terrible scene—

Batman and Robin!

Look! The lion, going for that man!

Quick! Grab hold of one end of that net!

Grasping the ends of the net, the intrepid two leap forward toward the king of the jungle beasts....

Here he comes!

“Narling clawing, twisting, the beast enmeshes itself tighter with every movement? Batman and Robin have won the first trick?”

Now

“Suddenly—the beast springs....”

“Talking softly, prodding gently with the trainer’s stick, the brave boy calms the bewildered beast and brings him to a halt!”

Whoa! That’s the baby! Take it easy! Why knock yourself out? That’s it!

“But another stampeding animal has to be dealt with. The mammoth elephant!... Even as he lumbers toward the exit, a small figure drops to his back.... Robin, the Boy Wonder!”
Leaping off the elephant, Robin unwittingly drops into the path of the maddened ape-man, Goliath!

“Wonder where the giant is?”

A giant hand reaches out... and Robin is held by the colossus of the jungle!

UG! I KNOW NOW!

With keen presence of mind, Robin reaches out and manages to close his hand about a trapeze...

With a savage cry, the enraged monster hurls the boy from him!

I still don’t believe I did it!

Infuriated because his victim has escaped death, the crazed beast begins to climb the girder to get to the support upon which Robin stands.

And swings to safety atop a huge girder!
6: Reaching the walk of the girder, the giant stalks toward the boy... Robin is trapped!

6: Rope suddenly loops about Goliath's huge form... The Batman has entered the fray!

6: Here comes trouble!

6: But Goliath suddenly jerks at the rope, pulling the Batman from his perch!

6: The Batman sways to and fro in mid-air, Goliath begins to pull up the rope upon which he dangles...

6: Wow! He's pulling me up to get at me?

6: Robin quickly draws his sling-shot and twirls it about his head! Just as David once fought the ancient Goliath, so does Robin face this modern Goliath---with the sling!

6: There is a hiss like that of a snake as the steel pellet zips through air and thuds against the giant's head!

6: David and Goliath all over again!
IS THE BATMAN DROPS LIKE A PLUMMET AT THE END OF HIS ROPE, HIS SUDDEN FALL IS ENOUGH TO TUG THE GIANT OFF BALANCE...

TWO FIGURES PLUNGE TO THE GROUND SO FAR BELOW...

BUT THE BATMAN'S OUTSTRETCHED HAND CLOSES ABOUT A LOW HANGING TRAPEZE...

BUTS FALL BROKEN, THE BATMAN DROPS LIGHTLY, WHILE GOLIATH HITS THE GROUND WITH A SICKENING THUD.

NEXT DAY..... THE WAYNE HOME...

AND GRIMES, DYING, CONFESSIONED THAT HACKETT AND SNEAD HIRED HIM TO KILL PROFESSOR DRAKE? HACKETT AND SNEAD HAVE BEEN TAKEN INTO CUSTODY!

POOR GOLIATH! HE WAS JUST LIKE A BIG KID! ALL HE TRIED TO DO WAS GET REVENGE BECAUSE SOMEBODY KILLED SOMEONE HE LOVED!

SAY, WE BETTER GET OUT OF HERE! THERE'S A CROWD RUNNING UP!

SO THEY FINALLY CATCHED UP WITH THEM?

YOU KNOW, IT'S VERY IRONICAL- PROFESSOR DRAKE WANTED TO CIVILIZE GOLIATH.... MAKE A BEAST INTO A MAN.... BUT HE DIDN'T REMEMBER THERE ARE MEN WHO ARE BEASTS.... LIKE HACKETT AND SNEAD!

WATCH FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE BATMAN!